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Transmission radiography using MeV-class radiation is a powerful non-destructive method for
determining the elemental composition. Radiography is typically performed using either neutrons or
photons, but neither of these probes is universally applicable. We experimentally demonstrate that
a significant improvement in the contrast for small elemental variations in object composition can
be realized by combining the multiple monoenergetic neutron and photon transmission radiography
techniques. The multimodal source is based on deuteron-driven low-energy nuclear reactions that
produces both neutrons and photons at discrete energies. The neutron time-of-flight technique was
employed to measure the transmission over a broad range of neutron energies and was combined
with spectroscopic photon transmission. This work demonstrates the use of a single, multi-particle,
multiple monoenergetic radiation source and a single radiation detector type to simultaneously
perform neutron and photon spectroscopic radiography. Four different material identification metrics
are employed, which show a factor of three or higher increase in sensitivity to changes in material
composition when compared to the traditional dual-energy photon radiography, and are in agreement
with simulations that establish the direct correspondence to known photon and neutron interaction
cross sections. Further, the ability to infer the presence of objects consisting of impure elements,
layers of different elements, or non-natural isotope concentrations is demonstrated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radiography is a powerful imaging technique that has
found widespread use in applications such as medicine,
security, and inspection of industrial processes. One of
the primary objectives of radiography is to disambiguate
the geometrical shape of an object or an arrangement
of objects and to infer the thickness via the observed
opacity. The geometric configuration alone often does
not provide adequate information for the desired applica-
tion [1, 2]. Such is the case, for example, in screening for
illicit transport of nuclear materials or narcotics, where
benign substances must be distinguished from genuine
threats. In the instance of nuclear material identifica-
tion, the ability to differentiate among high-atomic num-
ber (Z) materials could reduce scanning times of ocean-
going cargo containers, an existing gap in the current
United States nuclear detection architecture [3].
Dual-energy photon transmission radiography is a tra-

ditional non-destructive technique that can be used to in-
crease the contrast in radiographic images and/or deter-
mine the concentration of a particular element [4]. Since
the 1950s, dual-energy (or dichromatic) transmission ra-
diography has been used in a wide range of applications
such as improving the quality of mammograms, inspect-
ing industrial products, and finding narcotics, explosives,
weapons, and illicit nuclear materials [5, 6].
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Many of the applications currently use bremsstrahlung
X-ray sources, where the endpoint energies of the sources
can be varied. The measurements made over two overlap-
ping energy ranges are compared in such a way to qualita-
tively infer the effective Z of the material the X-rays tra-
verse. However, such measurements are typically made
in the integral (current) mode, which reduces the value of
spectroscopic information that is contained in an individ-
ual photon’s energy. Also, the lower-energy photons (well
below the endpoint bremsstrahlung energy) exhibit poor
penetration through dense objects and may significantly
contribute to the imparted radiation dose and degrade
the image quality [7, 8]. Multiple-monoenergetic photon
sources offer an advantage over bremsstrahlung sources
in that the issues that arise from beam hardening do not
exist [1]. A well-characterized monochromatic-photon
source permits the selection of specific energies which
provide the most meaningful data for a given application.
In dual-energy monoenergetic photon transmission radio-
graphy [9, 10], photons of two distinct energies are used
to exploit the dependence of the mass attenuation coeffi-
cient on both the photon energy and the atomic number.
It is desirable for the photon energies to be adequately
separated to ensure that a different photon interaction
mechanism (photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, or
pair production) dominates at the two chosen energies,
since the cross sections of these mechanisms scale differ-
ently with atomic number and thus provide the elemental
contrast.
There has been an increased interest in expanding

the capabilities of radiographic methods to determine an
object’s effective atomic number while not having the
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knowledge of the material areal density [11]. Material
identification can be enhanced by combining complemen-
tary information that can be obtained from photon and
neutron transmission radiography. It would be especially
convenient if the nature of the probe is such that it pro-
duces both photons and neutrons. Further reducing the
complexity of the approach, one could employ a single
type of detector capable of performing spectroscopic mea-
surements for multiple particle types (neutrons and pho-
tons).
Here, we present a radiography technique based on

the same principles as dual-energy monoenergetic pho-
ton radiography, but which can significantly improve
upon its performance. The technique, henceforth re-
ferred to as multi-particle spectroscopic transmission ra-
diography (MPSTR), merges the information obtained
from spectroscopic fast-neutron and photon transmis-
sion, where the nature of both radiation probes is
multiple-monoenergetic. The multiple spectroscopic
MPSTR probe originates from the same nuclear reac-
tion process and can accurately identify pure materials
and detect mixtures of material. Further, this method
has a potential for use in identification of specific or-
ganic substances occurring in explosives and narcotics,
or in detection of the presence of shielded special nu-
clear material (SNM). We demonstrate that the use of
dual-mode (combined neutron/gamma-ray attenuation)
transmission radiography makes it possible to measure
smaller changes in the elemental composition of objects
compared to single-mode (pure gamma-ray attenuation)
radiography, and show that the experimental results can
be well predicted by simulations that employ the known
photon and neutron interaction cross sections. We show
that on a per-particle basis (whether for neutrons or pho-
tons), a more precise measurement of an unknown pure
material is possible when combined neutron and gamma-
ray radiography is performed as compared to single par-
ticle (gamma-ray) radiography. Finally, we demonstrate
how the multiple metrics can be used to infer anoma-
lies that imply the presence of elemental mixtures, non-
natural isotopic concentration, or objects consisting of
layers of different elements.

II. PRINCIPLES OF MULTI-PARTICLE

SPECTROSCOPIC TRANSMISSION

RADIOGRAPHY

The neutron/gamma-ray radiography source is based
on nuclear reactions induced by few-MeV deuterons stop-
ping in a boron-nitride (BN) target. The induced nuclear
reactions produce multiple-monoenergetic, high-energy
(>1 MeV) neutrons and gamma rays, which can be used
to penetrate dense materials and perform spectroscopic
radiography for material identification [12]. As the ac-
celerated deuteron loses energy while stopping in the BN
target, neutrons are produced at decreasing energies and
are correlated to the excited states of the product nu-

clei and kinematics of the various reactions occurring in
the target. Neutrons are continuously produced until
the deuteron energy drops below both of the Coulomb
thresholds of target nuclei – 1.7 MeV for 11B. Table I
lists the two main neutron-producing reactions from the
deuteron-BN radiation source and the resulting gamma-
ray energies [13, 14]

TABLE I: Major reactions occurring in deuteron-BN
source with associated prominent gamma-ray

energies [13, 14].

Reaction Q-value (MeV) Gamma-ray
Energies (MeV)

11B(d,nγ)12C 13.73 4.44, 9.64, 15.1
14N(d,nγ)15O 5.07 5.18, 5.24, 6.18,

6.79, 7.28, 7.56

Recently, a similar source based on deuteron stopping
in natural boron was used to perform material identi-
fication by dual-energy photon transmission radiogra-
phy [9, 10, 15]. In this past work, atomic numbers
of various objects and their areal densities were deter-
mined by spectroscopic photon radiography using two
principal gamma rays produced in the reaction. While
the accuracies within 5–10% when determining Zeff were
demonstrated, challenges remain when trying to distin-
guish among high-Z elements, such as SNM – uranium
and plutonium – from non-SNM such as lead or tung-
sten [11]. The fundamental reason for this loss of contrast
is the increased relative contribution of pair production
in gamma-ray interactions with high-Z materials at lower
gamma-ray energies. The dominant contribution of pair
production mechanism at both higher and lower gamma-
ray energies (4.4 and 15.1 MeV) used for spectroscopic
radiography makes the gamma-ray cross-section scaling
with Z nearly identical at two energies, reducing the per-
formance of this method for Z-discrimination.
Several different photon and neutron sources have been

suggested for use in a material identification MPSTR sys-
tem [6]. Previously, MPSTR was implemented by com-
bining a small, compact DT neutron generator with a ra-
dioisotope gamma-ray source [16]. The system was able
to produce highly resolved radiographic images of air-
freight containers. An MPSTR system using a DT neu-
tron source in combination with continuous high-energy
X-rays was explored, but no substantial work exists uti-
lizing this specific combination [17, 18]. Another MP-
STR system used a high-energy accelerator to accelerate
deuterons into a gold or an aluminum target producing
neutrons and photons [19]. In that work, a broad range of
photon energies was measured with an endpoint energy
close to 10 MeV. Neutrons at an approximate energy of
8.5 MeV were also produced. However, no robust ma-
terial identification was reported. In Ref. [20], it was
suggested that MPSTR could be used to detect SNM
in cargo containers. In that work, deuterons were ac-
celerated into a boron target to produce both neutrons
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and photons. MPSTR was not pursued, nor was there
an attemp to perform material discrimination using MP-
STR. To date, no work has been reported using a sin-
gle source to perform material identification using MP-
STR. Further, no single type of detector has been used
to simultaneously measure neutron- and photon- spectro-
scopic attenuation to support the material identification
via MPSTR. Lastly, no work has been conducted that
combines multiple spectroscopic MPSTR signals to per-
form material identification.
In a simple 1-dimensional case, interaction of a beam

of monoenergetic photons with an absorber may be de-
scribed as

I = I0 exp[−µtx], (1)

where I and I 0 are the intensities of the transmitted pho-
tons that did not undergo interactions, with and without
the absorber present, respectively, µt is the total linear
attenuation coefficient, and x is the absorber thickness.
Interactions of a beam of monoenergetic neutrons with
an absorber may be described similar to that for photons:

I = I0 exp[−Σtx], (2)

where Σt is the total neutron macroscopic cross section
of the absorber, while I and I 0 are the intensities of
the non-interacting neutrons with and without the ab-
sorber present, respectively. A non-paraxial geometry,
which can result from short source-to-object or object-
to-detector distance, can limit the validity of the simple
1D attenuation model. In such cases, scattering can make
a significant contribution to the detected radiation flux.
While the scattering can be adequately modeled and ac-
counted for, accurate estimation of the magnitude of this
correction requires a priori knowledge of the composition
and geometry of the scattering object. The following sim-
plified analysis is therefore limited to the near-paraxial
case.
Using the unique dependence of neutron interaction

properties that depend on both the atomic and nucleon
numbers, a quantity R indicating the material type can
be defined that is directly correlated to energy-dependent
neutron and photon cross-sections. Similar to dual-
energy photon radiography, taking the ratio of µt in
Eq. (1) and Σ in Eq. (2) eliminates the dependence of
R on material mass and thickness:

R =
µt

Σt

=
ln(IEγ

/IEγ ,0)

ln(IEn
/IEn,0)

=
ln(Tγ,E1)

ln(Tn,E2)
. (3)

Using Eq. (3), R-values corresponding to attenuation of
monoenergetic photons and neutrons of given energies
can be established. These R-values can then be ex-
perimentally determined by measuring the attenuation
of two particle types at given energies. In the case of
commonly-used bremsstrahlung radiation with varying
endpoints, the aforementioned ratio may become sensi-
tive to areal density [21]. In these cases, the ratio is no

longer unique and is treated as a ratio of effective at-
tenuation coefficients averaged over the bremsstrahlung
spectra. The mass thickness is estimated from one of
the bremsstrahlung spectra and a lookup table used to
estimate Z [21].

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments were conducted using the 10-MV FN tan-
dem accelerator at the Institute for Structure and Nu-
clear Astrophysics (INSAP), University of Notre Dame.
Neutrons and gamma rays produced from a 3-MeV
deuteron incident onto a thick boron nitride (BN) target
were measured with a 7.62-cm EJ-309 liquid scintillation
detector [22] in two experimental configurations.
The detector was coupled to a 7.62-cm to 5.08-cm con-

ical acrylic light guide and mounted to a Hamamatsu
photomultiplier tube (PMT), model number R6321. The
PMT was powered using a CAEN DT5533N desktop
high-voltage power supply. The PMT anode signals were
digitized using a CAEN DT5730 14-bit, 500-MS/s dig-
itizer and saved to data files for post-processing. The
digitizer was connected to a Linux-based computer via
USB with a data transfer rate of 30 MB/s. The digitizer
used the DPP PSD CAEN firmware package [23] and a
ROOT-based graphical interface for data acquisition and
display [24].
The objective sought in the first experimental config-

uration was to measure the neutron spectrum via the
time-of-flight (TOF) technique. The detector was placed
7.3 m from the BN target, while a 1.3-m thick concrete
wall separated the target from the detector. The detector
was placed on beam axis, at a distance of ∼1.8 m from
the floor and >4 m from the surrounding walls.
A 3-mm thick BN target, consisting of 95% boron ni-

tride and 5% boron trioxide, was used to fully stop the
3-MeV deuterons. Due to the lack of a shielded neutron
TOF tunnel at the INSAP facility, special considerations
were made when designing the experiment. The BN tar-
get and the neutron TOF detector were placed in differ-
ent rooms to provide a sufficiently long distance (∼8 m)
for the TOF measurement. The two rooms were sepa-
rated by a 1.3-m thick concrete wall, which collimated
the neutron/gamma-ray source to an approximate beam
diameter of 5 cm and reduced the abundance of room-
scattered neutrons. The accelerator was operated to de-
liver a deuteron pulse every 600 ns (1 in 6 pulse selection
from primary 10 MHz pulsed beam) with an approxi-
mately 17 nA of current on target. A beam buncher and
sweeper reduced the duration of the deuteron pulse to
<2 ns. Each accelerator pulse established a start sig-
nal, tstart, to mark the time the deuteron struck the BN
target. The particle detector was fixed at measured dis-
tance, d, from the BN target. For each registered pulse
in the detector, the threshold trigger time gave the time
of detection, tstop. The difference of tstart − tstop, or the
TOF, was tabulated.
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The waveform data were processed to determine and
subtract the waveform baseline and subsequently deter-
mine the pulse height, pulse-peak position, and the pulse-
shape parameter (PSP ), which allows the photon and
neutron interactions to be identified. The PSP for an
event is defined by charge integration:

PSP = Qtail/Qfull, (4)

where the total pulse area, Qfull, was calculated by in-
tegrating the waveform starting from 16 ns prior to the
pulse peak for 200 ns, while Qtail was calculated by in-
tegrating the waveform from 22 ns after the pulse-peak
position to the end of the full integration bound.
Figure 1 shows the recorded event pulse shape and light

output characteristics. The neutron and photon events
are selected using a simple fiducial cut, where the events
within the cut with a PSP > 0.22 are categorized as
neutron interactions, while events within the lower cut
centered at approximately 0.2 PSP are categorized as
photon interactions.
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FIG. 1: Event characteristics recorded by the liquid
scintillation detector with neutron and photon event

selections shown (dotted red line).

The selected photons were used to determine the time
when a deuteron strikes the BN target, which results in
prompt gamma-ray emission. Figure 2 shows example
recorded photon and neutron pulses and the correspond-
ing accelerator pulses recorded during data acquisition.
These prompt photons are produced from the deuteron
striking the BN target and can be used to determine the
time the deuteron strikes the target relative to the ac-
celerator signal. Using this time correlation, the neu-
tron TOF can be calculated. The width of the prompt
gamma-ray peak is 5.85 ns, which results in a neutron
energy resolution of ∼1 MeV at 14.5 MeV and ∼20 keV
at 4 MeV. The TOF data for the selected neutron events
was subsequently used to calculate the neutron energy
spectrum.
The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 3, and is in

good agreement with the spectra measured in similar ex-
periments with the 11B(d,nγ)12C reaction [12, 20]. A sig-
nificant broadening of the discrete neutron energy spec-
trum is observed, which is caused by the extended range
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FIG. 2: (a) Accelerator signal (top) and corresponding
photon event (bottom) and an (b) accelerator signal
(top) and corresponding neutron event (bottom)

recorded during data acquisition.

of deuteron energies during its stopping in the thick BN
target.
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FIG. 3: Neutron energy spectrum reconstructed from
the TOF measurement.

Five metallic test objects consisting of pure elements
(Al, Cu, Sn, Pb, Bi) and one tungsten alloy test object
(6% Ni, 4% Cu, and 90% W) were inserted into the beam
path for transmission measurements; the particle trans-
mission was measured for 120 minutes per object. All
test objects consisted of elements in their natural iso-
topic abundance mix. The effective atomic number for
the tungsten alloy was calculated using a custom open-
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FIG. 4: Layout of the experiment: detector placement

for A the neutron TOF experiment and B for the
continuous-beam photon measurements.

source software, Auto-Zeff [25]. Objects were placed one
at a time at a distance of 60 cm from the face of the
detector. Figure 4 illustrates the neutron TOF experi-

mental configuration with an A indicating the detector
location. Table II lists the characteristics of objects used
for the transmission measurements.

TABLE II: Properties of objects used in particle
transmission experiments

Material Z Density Areal Density
(g cm−3) (g cm−2)

Al 13 2.7 18.1
Cu 29 8.96 17.1
Sn 50 7.3 25.1

W alloy 64.7 17 25.3
Pb 82 11.34 22.5
Bi 83 9.78 30.3

Monte Carlo simulations were performed in the Geant4
framework [26] using the principal neutron energies pro-
duced (Fig. 3) in the d-BN reaction (4, 7.5, 11, and
14.5 MeV). The exact dimensions and compositions of
test objects were modeled to study the effects of buildup
in the detector, which correspond to the events that un-
dergo scatter in the test object and subsequently interact
in the detector. For each of the objects, 105 neutrons at
each of four principal neutron energies were simulated; all
neutrons whose which had their energy reduced by scat-
tering and then deposited energy in the detector were
tallied. The buildup effects were found to be negligible,
as <1% of neutrons interacted with the detector.
As in the neutron TOF experiment, neutron and pho-

ton events were categorized based on their pulse shape.
Due to the limited availability of experimental time, the
experimental configuration was altered to achieve suffi-
cient counting statistics when measuring the 15.1-MeV
gamma rays from the d-BN source. In the second ex-

perimental configuration (marked as B in Fig. 4), the

detector and test objects were moved to the same room
as the BN target, which shortened the detector-to-source
distance and removed the concrete collimator. The de-
tector was placed at an angle of approximately 90◦ with
respect to beam axis, with the face of the detector 78 cm
from the BN target, and the accelerator was operated
in continuous mode for this measurement with approx-
imately 160 nA of current on target. The objects were
inserted between the BN target and the detector, and
the particle transmission was measured for 30 minutes
per object. The objects were placed so that they sub-
tended the entire solid angle of the detector.
Figure 5 shows the measured light-output photon spec-

trum, with a distinct region due to 15-MeV gamma-ray
interactions displayed in the inset. Other features are ob-
servable in the spectrum from other prominent gamma
rays emitted by the source, but are more difficult to iden-
tify due to the modest detector energy resolution.
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FIG. 5: Recorded unattenuated photon spectrum
measured by the liquid scintillator

Simulation models for 15.1-MeV gamma-ray interac-
tion with the liquid scintillator were previously devel-
oped and benchmarked with the measured light output
spectra. The model is based on the Geant4 toolkit and
utilizes the standard EM physics package [26]. The de-
tector resolution was characterized using the procedure
outlined in Ref. [27].
A separate scintillation detector was used to monitor

any accelerator beam-current fluctuations and normalize
the individual object transmission measurements. The
detector was located approximately 4 m from the BN
target. Photon events located in the high-edge of the
light output distribution – 10 MeVee to 15 MeVee – were
selected, and the average detected photon rate was cal-
culated. A normalization factor was calculated by di-
viding the measured photon rates observed during each
of the objects experiments by the photon rate observed
during the unattenuated source measurement. The cal-
culation of the neutron and photon transmission used the
unattenuated number of counts at each energy measured
with the TOF detector increased by its corresponding
normalization factor. This procedure was followed for
both the pulsed- and continuous-beam experiments, with
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continuous-beam experiment yielding similar results.
Due to the smaller target-to-object and object-to-

detector distances in the continuous-beam experiment,
gamma rays that undergo scattering could make a sig-
nificant contribution to the recorded events in the de-
tector. In order to fully understand the simulated de-
tector response to 15.1-MeV gamma rays, a Geant4 sim-
ulation was performed to study the buildup originating
from 15.1-MeV gamma-ray interactions, while account-
ing for the dimensions and placement of each of the test
objects. The simulation shows that a significant frac-
tion of 15.1-MeV gamma rays undergo interactions that
do not remove it or its secondary particle from the beam
path. These scattered or secondary photons may interact
with the detector and be detected, leading to departure
from the simple one-dimensional Beer-Lambert attenua-
tion model. Most scattered photons have energies well
below 15.1 MeV and thus can make a contribution to
the low end of the light output spectrum in the detector.
The fraction of photons that undergo a reaction in the
object but are still detected is approximately 10% for all
objects used in the experiment. The gamma-ray trans-
mission was corrected for small-angle scatter by scaling
the total number of recorded 15.1-MeV events by the cal-
culated buildup.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The transmission of 15.1-MeV gamma rays through
the test objects was experimentally measured. The con-
tribution of the 15.1-MeV gamma rays to the detector
light output spectrum was determined in several steps.
First, the measured background was subtracted from the
light output distribution. Following the subtraction, the
upper range of the distribution is solely the result of in-
teractions of the highest energy gamma rays produced by
the source, which is 15.1 MeV. Next, the simulated de-
tector response to 15.1-MeV gamma rays was fit to the
background-subtracted experimental light output spec-
trum. The total number of counts in the 15.1-MeV pho-
ton simulated-fit light-output distribution is the total
number of 15.1-MeV photons detected.
Four prominent energies (4, 7.3, 11, and 14.5 MeV)

were identified in the neutron energy spectrum. The
neutron transmission at each of the four energies was
measured by considering the counts under the peak and
the neighboring energy bins (3.97–4.11, 7.18–7.45, 10.59–
11.1, and 14.2–14.9 MeV).
Using Eq. (3), four R-values can be established, corre-

sponding to the ratio of attenuation of neutrons at four
different energies and 15.1-MeV gamma rays. The calcu-
lation of the predicted R-value assumes a natural isotopic
abundance for materials that comprise the test objects.
Figure 6 shows the experimentally measured R-values
and their comparison to the calculated R-values for all
naturally occurring elements.
From a measured R-value, the atomic number corre-

sponding to the natural isotopic composition of an ob-
ject can be calculated. Each of the calculated R-values
is assumed to be normally (Gaussian) distributed, where
the mean and standard deviation of each of the distribu-
tions is equal to the measured R-value and its respective
standard deviation. Take, for example, the measured R1

for the Al object. The Gaussian distribution for this
R would have values of 0.362 and 0.08 for the mean and
sigma, respectively. The calculated R-values are not con-
tinuous functions but are a series of discrete points.
To determine Z and its associated uncertainty from

the discrete analytical R-values, Monte Carlo sampling is
employed. A value is randomly sampled from the normal
distribution of a single R. From the sampled value, the
R-value is selected from the discrete analytical points in
the distribution by selecting the value with the lowest
residual. This Z -value is histogrammed.
The sampling is repeated N times (N= 107). From

the newly sampled normal distribution in Z, the mean
and uncertainty can be calculated. This Monte Carlo
sampling is conducted for each of the four R-values and
for each of the objects. A summary of the Z estimation
for each of the R-values for all materials is provided in
Table III; across all R-values agreement to the true Z was
within 3σ of the expected value.

TABLE III: Estimation of element, denoted with its
atomic number, for each Rn,γ .

Element True Z Z(R1) Z(R2) Z(R3) Z(R4)
Al 13 12.8±4.0 17.4±5.8 11.9±3.2 14.7±3.2
Cu 29 27.3±1.2 26.8±4.5 28.6±2.9 30.1±6.0
Sn 50 53.7±3.2 52.3±2.4 54.0±1.7 55.8±3.0

W alloy 64.7 63.6±2.4 67.4±3.7 69.6±1.9 70.0±2.2
Pb 82 77.4±4.5 78.6±2.7 77.3±4.9 81.4 ±1.8
Bi 83 71.1±4.7 77.9±5.7 90.1±3.6 79.3±3.0

Single-mode gamma-ray radiography can also be per-
formed using the d-BN source [9, 10, 15], which produces
two prominent gamma-ray energies, 4.4 and 15.1 MeV.
Interactions at these photon energies are dominated by
different mechanisms, which scale differently with atomic
number. At 4.4 MeV, the dominant interaction process
is Compton scattering(∝ Z ), whereas pair production (∝
Z 2) is the dominant process for most elements at 15.1
MeV.
Figure 7 shows the energy-dependent variation of the

total attenuation coefficient for uranium, lead, iron, and
aluminum, which represent low- (Al), mid- (Fe), and
high-Z (Pb and U) materials. The attenuation coeffi-
cients at 15.1 MeV are greater than at 4.4 MeV for the
mid- and high-Z materials. These differences in attenua-
tion allow the separation of high-Z from low- and mid-Z
elements, but typically do not provide sufficient contrast
to distinguish among high-Z elements.
For transmission measured at two distinct energies (E1
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and E2), one can write

R =
µ1

µ2

=
ln(TE1)

ln(TE2)
. (5)

Here, R is the ratio of the mass attenuation coefficients
(or attenuation coefficients) at energiesE1 andE2, which
is unique to the element the photons traverse. Therefore,
the ratio of the mass attenuation coefficients at two en-
ergies can be compared to the experimentally measured
quantity ln(TE1)/ ln(TE2). If the analytically calculated
ratio (Rγ) of attenuation of monoenergetic photons of
15.1 and 4.4 MeV are used as an example single-mode
metric, the material discriminating power can be com-
pared between single- and dual-particle metrics.
Figure 8 shows the calculated single-mode and dual-

mode material determination R-values for all naturally
occurring elements in the periodic table. The improved
material discrimination capability of the Rn,γ-values
when compared to the pure gamma-ray metric, Rγ , is
qualitatively evident on Fig. 8. The variation between a
range of elements can be described by the rate of change
(the slope) of a line between two points. In our case,
the higher the rate of change, the better the ability of
the particular attenuation factor to distinguish between
elements. The rate of change of the single-mode discrim-
inant (attenuation of monoenergetic photons of 15.1 and
4.4 MeV) is a factor of three lower or more than all com-
bined neutron/photon attenuation R-values. The power
of the combined neutron/photon attenuation factors are
further evident among high-Z elements (74≤ Z ≤ 92),
where Rn,γ-values show an order of magnitude greater
rate of change with Z compared to the pure gamma-ray
metric, Rγ . The level of material discrimination in the
high-Z range could enable discriminating between Pb and
U, which would prove useful for many nuclear security
and nonproliferation applications.
For practical applications such as cargo/luggage

screening, often the object or objects being measured do
not consist of a single pure element but are a mixture of
different elements and thicknesses. For objects consist-
ing of a single element with natural isotopic abundance,
all experimentally measured R-values would reconstruct
to the same atomic number Z. A deviation from con-
sistency of this reconstruction would indicate that the
object does not consist of a single element in natural
isotope concentration, or that multiple layers of differ-
ent elements are present in the beam path. Figure 9
presents the analytically calculated R-values and their
corresponding Z values for two shielded object scenarios
– uranium shielded with 10 cm of low-density polyethy-
lene (LDPE) and uranium shielded with 10 cm of iron.
The R values indeed do not reconstruct to identical Z
for either of the shielded uranium objects. This inconsis-
tency in Z-reconstruction for various R-values therefore
successfully provides an indication that the object does
not consist of a pure element in natural isotopic con-
centration, but is rather a mixture or multiple elements,
includes non-natural isotope concentrations, or may be

composed of mutliple layers of different elements.
This result could aid in anomaly detection and indi-

cate information about possible shielding or a mixture
of materials in the beam’s path. By using multiple met-
rics – multiple R-values – these combinations of materials
and shielding are readily discernible. As a natural exten-
sion of this method, it is possible to form hypotheses of
the composition of materials and thicknesses of shielded
objects and check for their consistency with multiple ma-
terial discriminating factors (R) to arrive with the best
interpretation.
The information gained on a per-particle basis can be

compared between single-mode and dual-mode R-values.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed in Geant4 us-
ing the principal neutron (4, 7.5, 11, and 14.5 MeV) and
gamma-ray energies (4.4 and 15.1 MeV) produced in the
d-BN reaction and the dimensions of the aluminum, tin,
and lead objects which represent a low-, mid, and high-
Z object. At each of the discrete neutron and photon
energies, 106 particles were directed in a beam with the
exact size and shape of the respective object perpendic-
ular to the object’s face. The number of particles that
traversed the target unimpeded were tallied. From these
results, the five different R-values and their correspond-
ing uncertainty in Z were calculated. Figure 10 shows
the uncertainty in Z for each of the five R-values for alu-
minum, tin, and lead.
For each element, the dual-mode metrics outperform

the single-mode metric and improves the precision of the
reconstructed object’s elemental composition. The opti-
mal dual-mode metric changes as a function of Z, which
should be considered when designing an experiment for
a specific material or application. Depending on the el-
emental precision required, radiation sources and com-
binations of particles and energies could be specifically
tailored for a given application. Although only three ma-
terials were analyzed, the greater elemental reconstruc-
tion power of the combined neutron/photon attenuation
metric over the pure photon metric is evident.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new transmission radiography technique that com-
bines neutron and photon transmission was explored uti-
lizing a d-BN source. It has been shown that, by using
the experimentally measured transmission of two parti-
cle types, improved sensitivity to changes in elemental
composition and a higher precision in elemental recon-
struction is achieved as compared to a single-particle ap-
proach. Four preliminary metrics were developed based
on neutron and photon transmission and show promise
for improved material discrimination. Reconstruction
of the elemental composition for various materials us-
ing combined neutron-photon transmission radiography
yielded agreement with simulations that make use of
known, tabulated cross section.
By measuring the neutron TOF, the incident neutron
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energy spectrum can be determined. If the neutron light
output distribution contains suitably distinct features,
unfolding algorithms can be utilized to perform neutron
spectroscopy without TOF. The EJ-309 detector may
not be the ideal detector to use for neutron spectrum
unfolding. Detectors that deliver more prominent fea-
tures in their respective light output distributions such
as deuterated liquids or solids [29–31] or capture-based
detectors [32] could result in improved neutron spectrum
deconvolution. By performing spectral unfolding to mea-
sure neutron energy, an accelerator used for this radiog-
raphy technique could be operated in continuous mode.
With a duty cycle near 100% and accelerator currents
on order of mA (available from next-generation compact

superconducting cyclotrons), significantly shorter exper-
imental times could be achieved to yield equivalent ma-
terial identification results.
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FIG. 6: The ratio of the natural log of the measured
transmission (T) of 15.1 MeV photons to (a) 4 MeV
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